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MESSAGE FROM THE 
PRESIDENT

PROGRAM
                  

Mr Sven Bluemmel, IPAA WA President - Welcome
Hon. Michael Mischin MLC LLB, Attorney General; Minister for Commerce - 
Opening remarks on behalf of PAA WA Vice Patron, the Premier
Fiona Smyth, DivaLicious - Performance

Main Course  

Presentation of Awards for Organisational Achievement

Award for Best Practice in Collaboration Between Government and 
Non-Government Organisations 
Award for Best Practice in Collaboration Across Government 
Agencies 

Department of Health Award Best Practice in Health and Wellbeing 
Business News Award Innovation in the Not-for-Profit Sector
Organisation Demonstrating Best Practice Award Best Practice in 
Corporate Social Values

Presentation of Awards for Individual Achievement

Department of Finance Award Finance Practitioner of the Year
Information Technology Practitioner of the Year

Department of Fisheries Award Policy Practitioner of the Year
Leader of the Year working within a Division/ Team / Organisation

Dessert 

Randstad Award Human Resource Management Practitioner of the Year
Public Sector Commission Award Young Leader of the Year 
Corruption and Crime Commission Award Local Government Leader of 
the Year
Hyatt Regency Perth Award Not-for-Profit Leader of the Year
Murdoch University Award State or Federal Government Leader of the 
Year 
IPAA WA Patron’s Award

I am delighted to welcome you to the Institute of Public Administration 
Australia WA 2016 Achievement Awards. 

Established in 2012, the Achievement Awards recognise and reward 
excellence, celebrate the achievements and share the successes of 
public administrators throughout Western Australia.

The Awards recognise both individual and organisational achievement, 
across a number of areas. This year, we received many strong 
nominations for all fifteen categories of awards. I continue to be 
impressed by the great work being done by dedicated public servants 
right across our State.

The judging process has been rigorous and like our W.S. Lonnie Awards 
for excellence in annual reports, these Awards have now become an 
annual event to which many in the public service aspire.

I encourage you to nominate suitable individuals and organisations for 
the Awards in 2017 and wish you and your organisation every success in 
today’s ceremony.

Sven Bluemmel
President, IPAA WA
Co-Chair Judging Panel
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Hyatt Regency Perth Leader of the Year Working in the Not-for-Profit Sector

Leader of the Year working within a Division / Team / Organisation

Best Practitioner in the Public Service (4 Awards)
The winner of each of these awards will be working at manager level or higher. They 
will be a respected practitioner and demonstrate excellence in high achievement in 
their field of expertise.

Randstad Human Resource Management Practitioner of the Year 

Department of Fisheries, Policy Practitioner of the Year

Information Technology Practitioner of the Year

Department of Finance, Finance Practitioner of the Year

Individual Awards

IPAA WA Patron’s Award
The highest accolade in public administration in WA awarded to an individual who 
has made a significant contribution to the State. 

Public Sector Commission Young Leader of the Year
The winner of this award will have emerging leadership qualities; a thirst for 
knowledge and a commitment to learning. Making a difference by demonstrating 
best practice in the public service. 

Leader of The Year (4 Awards)
The winners of these awards will have clearly demonstrated leadership qualities. 
They will be respected and demonstrate excellence in leading a team to meet 
designated objectives and outcomes in the interests of public service.

Murdoch University Leader of the Year Working in State or Federal 
Government 

Corruption and Crime Commission Leader of the Year Working in Local 
Government 

Support the  
achievements of 

the public sector by  
sponsoring  
an award. 

ph 9360 1400

Sponsorship Available

Sponsorship Available
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Mr Graeme Gammie 
Department of the State Heritage Office

Under Graeme’s leadership, the Department has grown to become highly 
respected in the sector. The spotlight was shone on Graeme’s delivery of 
good governance and reporting with the recent triumph of the Department 
at the 31st WS Lonnie Awards, winning four awards, including the 
prestigious WS Lonnie Memorial Trophy. His strategic vision has driven the 
Department to unprecedented levels of success in improving the 
management of cultural heritage in Western Australia, as per our 
Government Goal. Highlights include; relocating the office to the Bairds 

Building - an example of best practice adaptive re-use; the establishment of the Heritage 
Works Revolving Fund – including the Warders Cottages, Fremantle; the establishment of the 
State Heritage Office as a stand-alone department; and the transfer of Fremantle Prison, the 
State’s only World Heritage Listed building, to the Department. His flexible, open and honest 
leadership style is welcomed by staff, who benefit from his support of their development. He is 
optimistic and motivational, professional, calm, results focussed, makes evidence-based 
decisions, and provides clear direction. He celebrates and shares successes. He is fun to work 
with and through this, maintains a happy and productive workforce. 

Ms Carolyn Gibbon
Department of Agriculture and Food WA

In less than two years, Financial Reporting Manager Carolyn Gibbon has 
drastically improved the quality and timeliness of financial reporting at the 
Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia (DAFWA). She has 
used her extensive knowledge and experience, including client relationship 
and team building skills, to strengthen the Finance team and transform their 
reporting processes. Carolyn’s efforts have resulted in the Office of the 
Auditor General (OAG) removing all qualifications around DAFWA’s annual 

financial statements and the team completing the 2015 statements at least eight weeks earlier 
than in recent years. She was also instrumental in ensuring a quality outcome of a major 
agency expenditure review. Carolyn has been commended by DAFWA’s Executive, the OAG 
and Department of Treasury on the improved accuracy of financial information reported by 
DAFWA.

Mr Chris Hall
MercyCare

Chris Hall has been pivotal in the Western Australian community sector reform ensuring 
the sustainability of vital community services to those significantly disadvantaged in the 
community. His professional affiliations and development activities has enabled Chris to be in 
a position of strategic influence in all matters relating to the overall ethos, strategic direction 
and performance of MercyCare. Without his drive, experience and leadership MercyCare and 
the community services sector would be significantly the poorer. Instead, MercyCare and 
WA are leading Australia in community services sector reform and relationship building with 
Government. Ultimately the vulnerable and those significantly disadvantaged people of Western 
Australia are the ones that have, and will, benefit.

Ms Sue Hellyer
Department of Transport

Sue Hellyer has become an outstanding policy professional over 30 years, applying her 
transport knowledge and skills to benefit Western Australia. Sue is recognised at all levels, 
within and outside government for her outstanding expertise and ability. She brings excellent 
skills and policy capability to strategically and effectively analyse problems and develop 
practical and pragmatic policy which achieve results. Under her guidance, Sue’s team won 
an IPAA award for the internationally recognised Your Move travel program. Sue has been 
recognised with Department of Transport awards for excellent teamwork for her professional 
contribution to, and leadership of the Rail Safety National Law project, and three previous 
Department of Transport awards for road safety projects. Sue’s attitude, character and 
approach are exemplary. She is wonderful to work with at all levels and fully deserves to be 
recognised for her excellence.

Ms Kate Ingham 
Department of Finance

Kate Ingham’s leadership of the FaCS team has seen a responsive and consultative approach 
taken to the changing community services environment, and has been vital to the delivery of 
new government policy affecting community services. Kate has demonstrated her leadership 
in policy development and implementation not only through the ongoing implementation of the 
DCSP Policy, but additionally through recent initiatives to drive improvement in the partnership 
between government and the NFP sector, her stakeholder engagement and innovation in 
supporting the Departments of the Premier and Cabinet and Treasury to implement the 
Aboriginal Youth Services Investment Reforms policy and amendments to the community 
services indexation policy, and the innovation she has introduced to community services 
procurement policy and practice. Kate has centred the development and amendment of 
community services procurement documents and guidelines around genuine and meaningful 
engagement with FaCS’ stakeholders in both the government and NFP sectors.

Mr Paul Isaachsen
Regional Services Reform Unit

Paul Isaachsen has played a key role in shaping the underlying thinking for the Regional 
Services Reform, one of the most complex and important reforms for human services and 
development for our State. Paul’s calm, constructive and clear-minded approach has been 
invaluable to the preliminary phase of the Reform, and has contributed significantly to the 
clear purpose, principles and strategic logic that underpins the Reform agenda. Paul’s 
strong conceptual abilities, combined with excellent collaborative and influencing ability have 
helped to bring people together “across the silos” to focus on how government can invest 
in systemic reform and can move beyond the human and fiscal costs of reacting to the 
symptoms of government, marker and community failure. Paul has demonstrated uncommon 
courage and intellectual ability, combined with personal humility and professional will.

Individual Awards Shortlist
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Mr Martin Jackson
Department of the Attorney General

In his substantive role, Mr Jackson undertook the lead role in the delivery of the Department’s 
eCourts Plan which was developed in 2014. The key foundation stone of the eCourts Plan 
was the implementation of the Integrated Courts Management System (ICMS) to replace 
nine legacy systems for criminal case management across all court jurisdictions and the 
management of fines enforcement. Representing the Department on a cross-agency working 
party, Mr Jackson led the introduction of this seamless, electronic, criminal case management 
process. Engaging stakeholders and solving problems specific to their needs, the subsequent 
technological solutions implemented by Mr Jackson and his team have created many 
successful outcomes.

Ms Michelle Jahn 
Department of Water

Michelle Jahn is a creative, innovative and dedicated human resources 
practitioner and brings energy and strategic thinking to her role. Her work 
has been recognised outside the agency – most recently when the Public 
Sector Commission highlighted the workforce and diversity plan Michelle 
prepared as a model for other public sector agencies. Michelle truly ‘lives 
the values’ of the Department of Water. She applies her interpersonal skills 
to effectively collaborate with others and influence across the 

organisation, including the senior leadership team. She has been instrumental in leading 
change to promote a healthy work culture, equality and diversity and is a highly valued 
member of the Department of Water team.

Mr Damien Miles
Pilbara Ports Authority

Damien Miles is the Director of Human Resources at Pilbara Ports 
Authority (PPA), a Government Trading Enterprise, which oversees two of 
the world’s largest bulk export ports in Dampier and Port Hedland in the 
Pilbara region. Damien led the implementation of PSC’s Code of Ethics, 
developed the port authority’s Code of Conduct and enhanced the 
organisation’s recruitment brand and commencement processes. Damien 
also coordinated the establishment of a HR function that continues to 

ensure high-calibre candidates from around Australia are recruited to PPA, and receive 
ongoing support and training in their role. He has demonstrated outstanding leadership during 
PPA’s significant changes as a result of the 1 July 2014 ports amalgamation, ensuring staff 
were regularly informed and supported before and during their transition to the new entity.

Ms Jane Nicolson
Central Institute of Technology

Jane Nicolson is currently the Director of Organisational Development at Central Institute of 
Technology. Jane has worked at Central in HR for three years. She is nominated for the award 
for HR Practitioner of the Year Award for her continuously high quality HR and leadership 
skills, with a particular emphasis on the success of the recent Administration Review, a 
restructure of Central’s administrative divisions. Jane is a well-respected and valued leader 
at Central. She continuously strives to deliver results to the Institute, and seeks to embed 
Central’s values in all that she does.

Ms Sharyn O’Neill
Department of Education

Sharyn O’Neill is well known for leading complex change in Western 
Australia and nationally. As Director General of the Department of 
Education, Ms O’Neill is responsible for the largest public sector agency in 
the State with an annual budget in excess of $4.8 billion, more than 
45,000 staff, and 800 schools with nearly 300,000 students across the 
length and breadth of Western Australia. Over the last nine years as 
Director General, Ms O’Neill has led an extensive reform agenda resulting 

in significant improvements in the performance, operation and status of public schools. This 
agenda has encompassed changes in school structures, funding and staffing, as well as the 
development and implementation of innovations such as the ground-breaking Independent 
Public Schools initiative. The initiative was awarded the 2013 Premier’s Award for Excellence 
in Public Sector Management and went on to become the model for the Australian 
Government’s initiative of the same name. Ms O’Neill’s leadership of large organisational and 
cultural change is embedded in her Classroom First strategy of 2007 which has been – and 
continues to be – the guiding framework for decision making across the Western Australian 
public school system. She is the longest serving Director General of the Western Australian 
Department of Education in the last 50 years, and the longest serving head of an education 
department in Australia. Ms O’Neill is also Chief Executive Officer of the Country High School 
Hostels Authority.

Mr Warren Ormsby
Department of Mines and Petroleum

Mr Ormsby is a respected geologist with the Department of Mines and 
Petroleum (DMP). He has a very good understanding of the mineral and 
petroleum resources sector, with 34 years of industry and government 
experience. Mr Ormsby’s contributions to various working groups and 
steering committees are highly regarded by his fellow professionals. Mr 
Ormsby has consistently demonstrated his commitment to providing 
excellence in public service through his vision and leadership qualities that 

have led to developing innovative solutions in often complex and challenging circumstances. 
In addition, Mr Ormsby’s leadership and effective communication skills have earned him the 
respect and high regard of his colleagues, both within DMP and across other government 
agencies.

Mr Warren Pearce
Local Government Managers Australia

Warren has been the Chief Executive Officer of Local Government 
Managers Australia WA for the last two years. In this time he has 
demonstrated excellence in a wide range of areas, driving forward our 
Association, increasing the range of services to members, and providing 
excellent representation for local government officers. He has also 
demonstrated his ability to develop policy for our members and for the 
local government sector and has made numerous well researched and 

high quality representative submissions to Government on behalf of members. Warren is 
determined to help local governments improve their performance and to promote best 
practice in the sector.
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Mr John Purcell
WA Police

WA Police has developed a reputation for innovation, under the leadership of John Purcell, 
Assistant Director of the Office of Information Management. John first approached Australia 
Post way back in 2007. He envisaged a phased approach, beginning with the switch of the 
manual identity check component of the National Police Certificate (NPC) process from police 
stations to Post Offices. The next phase was creating an online form, reducing the amount 
of paperwork that applicants needed to bring to the Post Office. The final phase was offering 
the choice of a completely paperless transaction – from application through to payment and 
receipt of the certificate. The innovation behind the final phase of John’s plan was executed in 
late 2015. An end-to-end digital National Police Certificate (NPC) process that has set a new 
benchmark for best practice in online identity verification solutions in Australia – integrating 
secure identity, payment, verification and delivery. 

Mr Malcolm Robb
Department of Water

In a career spanning more than 40 years, Malcolm Robb has forged a 
reputation as a leader in the field of water science and water management 
in Australia and on the international stage. He is highly skilled in 
developing and coordinating partnerships with other government 
agencies, industry and community groups, taking a leadership role and 
making sure that the results of their collaboration are meaningful and 
rigorous. Adopting this approach, he has been instrumental in developing 

Western Australia’s first ever water quality improvement plan, our first estuary health 
assessments, the first phosphorous binding clay Phoslock™ which is now commercially 
available worldwide, and the first comprehensive monitoring programs for catchments and 
estuaries, now considered one of the world’s best estuary data sets. Malcolm Robb has spent 
more than 20 years in the public sector, developing a reputation as one of the most skilled, 
committed and energetic practitioners in his field. As head of the Department of Water’s Water 
Science Branch he is renowned for his pragmatic approach to problem solving and his 
capacity to “make things happen”. Malcolm’s commitment is reflected in the successful 
outcomes of a wide range of projects he has undertaken for the Department of Water.

Ms Karen Roberts
Department of Fire and Emergency Services

As Director Human Resources, Karen brings qualities of professionalism, tenacity and 
tireless determination to ensure the Department is agile and adaptable to the challenges of 
its workers, volunteers and the community it serves. Karen is highly regarded by the DFES 
leadership team as well as her peers in the public and private industry for not only her 
innovative approach to addressing complex and challenging workforce issues but for her 
capacity and willingness to share her knowledge for the benefit of the community. Karen 
has a proven track record in the delivery of human resources strategies that have a tangible 
and measurable impact beyond the public sector and into the WA community. Karen’s 
commitment to improvement has created a culture of professionalism with an embedded 
approach to evidence based solutions, engaging with leading research and supported by 
robust evaluation practices.  She has an ability to inspire a sense of purpose and direction 
amongst her peers, colleagues and staff in a complex environment.

Ms Karen Roberts was Shortlisted for two awards

Mr Petro Scafidas
Department of Mines and Petroleum

An ambitious, delivery focused, proactive professional with good strategic 
thinking, and strong analytical and interpersonal skills, Petro Scafidas has 
consistently demonstrated excellence in public service. His ability to bring 
people and ideas together in diverse, often challenging circumstances, 
coupled with his talent to inspire teams to success, has sgnificantly 
benefited the Western Australian community. Throughout his employment 
with the Department of Mines and Petroleum, Mr Scafidas has proved to 

be a valuable leader who has excelled in all aspects of public administration and 
management. His practical and logical approach to service delivery has also enabled him to 
lead and encourage innovation across the sector. In addition, Mr Scafidas’ resourcefulness 
and initiative has generated a number of different opportunities from which other employees 
and external agencies are able to benefit. His effective interpersonal and communication skills 
have helped to promote positive change throughout the department. Furthermore, his 
dedication to supporting, guiding and fostering other young professionals to grow and 
develop their skills is an inspiration and has led to him becoming a role model to his peers.

Mr Ryan Sengara
Department of Health

Ryan Sengara has demonstrated and applied all the attributes of an excellent policy 
practitioner. Ryan’s nomination for this award is supported by many senior Executives 
across WA Health. In a relatively short period of time, in arguably the most complex of policy 
portfolios, Ryan has applied his critical thinking, ability to connect with a diverse range 
of people, and excellence in program design, project management and communication, 
to shape and drive positive change. His style and approach has earned the respect and 
gratitude of the people he works with directly and the broader WA Health organisation.

Mr Dale Smith
City of Gosnells

Dale’s leadership has taken the Parks and Environmental Operations 
branch beyond its traditional roles and responsibilities, shifting the focus 
from just parks maintenance to a focus on delivering community 
outcomes by activating public spaces for community use. Dale has been 
instrumental to implementing a number of new working practices in the 
City which have led to service efficiencies, improved partnerships between 
different Directorates and activation of public open spaces. The changes, 

highlighted below, have ultimately improved the services delivered to residents in the City of 
Gosnells.

Mrs Joanne Trezona
Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup

Joanne has worked in rural local government for over 27 years, 17 of 
those as a Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Following six years as CEO of 
the Shire of Tambellup, Joanne was CEO for the neighbouring councils of 
Broomehill and Tambellup for a period of two years before leading those 
councils through the process of formal amalgamation to become the Shire 
of Broomehill-Tambellup in 2008. At a sector level, Joanne has served on 
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the Local Government Advisory Board, Minister’s Advisory Committee on Women in Local 
Government and WALGA’s Country Reform Policy Forum while, at a regional level, she was 
heavily involved in the formation of the Southern Link Voluntary Regional Organisation of 
Councils in 2008. This organisation has seen nearly $4.7m worth of funded infrastructure 
delivered to member councils, demonstrating a very successful level of collaboration between 
the CEOs and councils involved. Joanne’s major local achievements include involvement in 
establishing a bank franchise, gaining funding for seniors housing, and $3.6m for a recreation 
facility upgrade. 

Mrs Loretta van Gasselt
Department of Planning

Loretta van Gasselt has achieved significant strategic outcomes for the Department of 
Planning through her work on several projects, including the Living in Safer Places’ project 
where Loretta engaged with the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES), the 
Building Commission (BC), other state agencies and local governments and industry to 
achieve the successful delivery of a package of initiatives to establish bushfire reforms across 
the State; the Land Use Planning and Building Codes Taskforce (LUPBCT), which worked to 
enhance disaster resilience in the built environment by establishing a common understanding 
of land use planning, building policies, regulations and codes across Australia; and the 
technical review committee for the review of Australian Standard 2021 – and putting forward 
the case for retaining the scientifically determined noise contours in Western Australia which 
inform the Perth and Jandakot Airport State Planning Policies. Loretta works tirelessly to 
ensure that the best possible outcomes are achieved for the Department and Government. 
The nomination recognises her work across government and the role she plays in building 
and strengthening relationships across all tiers of government and with Industry and the 
public.

Mr Ben Whitehouse
Department for Child Protection and Family Support

In summary, Ben has exceptional leadership qualities, together with prodigious 
communication and interpersonal skills and conceptual and analytical ability. Through this 
project, he will leave a lasting legacy in providing a brighter future for many children who 
unfortunately need to come into care. Hi work, which has been outstanding, will lead to 
fundamental improvements in the way the Department and the whole of the out of home care 
sector responds and delivers services to the most vulnerable children and their families in WA.

*All above text supplied by nominator in Award submissions.

ORGANISATIONAL 
AWARDS

Best Practice in Collaboration (2 Awards)
The award will go to a project or an ongoing practice that demonstrates high level 
collaboration and coordination across organisations to meet a priority objective in the 
delivery of service to the community.

Best Practice in Collaboration Between Government and 
Non-Government Organisations

Best Practice in Collaboration Across Government Agencies

Business News Innovation in the Not-for-Profit Sector 
The winning organisation of this award will demonstrate the implementation and 
use of innovative practices and approaches to meet community and public service 
objectives.

Organisation Demonstrating Best Practice (2 Awards)
Excellence in demonstration and delivery of programs, policies and approaches in 
public values in corporate citizenry, social responsibility and welfare of staff are the 
two foci of these two awards. Organisations must demonstrate ongoing delivery and 
commitment in these areas.

Department of Health Best Practice in Health and Wellbeing 

Best Practice in Corporate Social ValuesIn
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Association for Services to Torture and Trauma Survivors 
ASeTTS

The Association for Services to Torture and Trauma Survivors (ASeTTS) has shown ongoing 
commitment to services for over a quarter of a century. ASeTTS has continued to serve 
refugees and asylum seekers that currently number about 30,000 per year by becoming less 
dependent on decreasing Government funds. In 2014. The Association for Services to Torture 
and Trauma Survivors (ASeTTS) showed innovation and leadership when it recognised the 
urgent need to build cultural competence in the community sector; for access by regional and 
resource constrained community organisations, ASeTTS. The project utilised a collaborative 
approach of some leading community service, Government and multicultural organisations to 
develop, pilot and provide to NFPs State-wide, online diversity training programs. Employees 
and volunteers providing services in not-for-profit (NFP) organisations working with culturally 
and linguistically diverse (CaLD) clients requested accessible training. The project allowed all 
community organisations to build cultural competence of employees and volunteers, as it is a 
free training resource. It provided awareness and basic skills on which deeper more specialist 
skills may be built. At the basic level, it is relevant to the diverse client groups of Not-for-Profit 
sector organisations, including Aboriginal clients and CALD clients. It provides a framework 
for ongoing additional specialist training in the CaLD area.

AWESOME Arts Australia Limited
Partnership between SLWA and AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd.

The dynamic partnership between the State Library of Western 
Australia (SLWA) and AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd (AWESOME) is 
based upon bravery, trust, mutual respect, big ideas and shared 
values. From very humble beginnings, this partnership has and 
continues to change the lives of thousands of young Western 
Australians and their families, reflecting a joint commitment to quality 
children’s experiences, active learning and being responsive to 

community and stakeholder needs. Whilst shared values sit at the heart of the partnership, its 
success in delivery can be largely attributed to its innovative structure. This structure facilitates 
and promotes broad engagement across the SLWA’s extensive internal network thus creating 
‘buy in’ and investment with its staff. This investment is both empowering and motivating and 
has led to a whole-of-institution engagement with AWESOME. The results are reflected in the 
significant growth of audience/participation as well as a diversity and breadth of engagement 
that includes remote Aboriginal Communities, the Autism community, regional Western 
Australia, educators and families. Both the State Library of Western Australia and AWESOME 
Arts remain committed to delivering reach, impact and value to many and varied internal and 
external stakeholders. From international partnering to staff bake-offs, this partnership is a 
shining example of innovation, best practice and what can be achieved through sharing 
resources, honest collaboration and goodwill.

Organisational Awards Shortlist City of Melville
The City of Melville’s asset-based approach and deployment for 

improving our community’s health and wellbeing
The City of Melville’s asset-based approach and deployment for improving our community’s 
health and wellbeing is holistic and empirically supported. Integral to our approach is also a 
willingness to work with other successful service providers to address an unmet need, and 
to try new ideas in a scaled pilot. This has resulted in innovative programs and successful 
outcomes such as a higher life expectancy for our residents than the WA population. The 
City’s approach towards health and wellbeing is driven from our very highest level, with 
organisational vision: ‘Working together, to achieve community wellbeing, for today and 
tomorrow’. We operationalise this within our Health and Wellbeing Strategy, which is founded 
upon the World Health Organisation’s definition of health as “a state of complete physical, 
social and mental wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” 
Feedback from residents indicates Quality of Life and Quality of Place to be overarching 
principles to achieve their health and wellbeing ideals, and currently with nine priority areas 
such as ‘healthy lifestyles’, ‘safe and secure’ and ‘accessible and inclusive’. In line with our 
data driven approach, every two years the City conducts a survey our residents - at a 95% 
confidence level– to measure progress against community priorities, identify trends and 
benchmark with comparable state, national and international data.

Department for Child Protection and Family Support
White Ribbon Workplace Accreditation

The Department for Child Protection and Family Support was recently awarded White 
Ribbon Workplace Accreditation, which is national recognition of workplaces that take 
active steps to prevent and respond to family and domestic violence. The Department is the 
lead coordinating agency responsible for addressing family and domestic violence strategic 
planning in Western Australia. It has a key role in providing appropriate responses to those 
experiencing family and domestic violence, including Department employees. Achieving 
White Ribbon Workplace Accreditation involved providing evidence that the Department 
meets the criteria of a White Ribbon Workplace by supporting staff who experience violence; 
promoting the understanding that violence against women is unacceptable; and facilitating 
activities designed to raise awareness about men’s violence against women. The Department 
will continue to keep human resource policies and procedures, communication and training 
refreshed and reinforced across the workforce to ensure sustainable change and foster a 
culture of zero tolerance of violence against women. The Department is the first government 
agency in Western Australia to achieve White Ribbon Accreditation. The Department is a 
leader in this space, and encourages other government agencies to contribute to a national 
cultural change of preventing and responding to violence against women.

Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia
Invasive Species Planning and Response Team

The Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia’s (DAFWA) Invasive Species 
Program has over the past few years undertaken significant reform to improve its declared 
pest management outcomes. Since 2013, DAFWA’s Invasive Species Planning and Response 
Team has been developing and implementing a framework that: provides guidance on how 
industry and landholders can become more actively involved in managing their own pest 
issues; directs resource allocation to the highest priority invasive pest animals and weeds. 
This has included development and delivery of the Invasive Species Plan for Western Australia 
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(2015-2019) and eradication and response plans for high priority pests. New directions 
are critical for WA. With the State being relatively free of serious pests and diseases in 
comparison to other states, the risk of incursion from other states is high. The work of 
DAFWA’s Planning and Response Team is reducing this risk at a significant cost benefit to 
industry, with outcomes to date being no new declared pest incursions and minimised impact 
of established pests. This work has placed DAFWA at the leading edge of biosecurity reform, 
reflecting both best practice administration and relationship management. As detailed in this 
application, this work is consistent with best practice biosecurity being advocated at both a 
state and national level.

Department of Finance, Economic Reform
Collaborating Across Government to Achieve Repeal Week 2015 

Success and Whole of Government Reform Momentum
Red tape is comprised of burdensome and bureaucratic processes, 
procedures and paperwork. It imposes costs on businesses and 
individuals through duplicate and confusing regulations, overly 
complicated forms and paperwork, and onerous compliance burdens. 
Reducing red tape, so that businesses and individuals waste less time 
and money on unnecessary compliance, is a high priority for the 
Government. Celebrating Red Tape reduction achievements over 

Repeals Week 2015 is one example of the work completed as part of the Government’s Plan 
to Reinvigorate Regulatory Reform. The Red Tape Reduction team, within the Department of 
Finance’s Economic Reform business unit has developed tools to assist agencies in 
identifying and quantifying red tape initiatives, and is collaborating with agencies to encourage 
ongoing reduction in red tape.

Department of Finance, Government Procurement
Leading Government’s Engagement with Australian Disability Enterprises, 
Creating Meaningful Employment for Western Australians with a Disability

The Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE) Initiative is leading the way in supporting people 
with disabilities to find fulfilling and secure work in Western Australia. People with a disability 
can experience many restrictions in their daily lives when taking part in family, community, 
recreation and work activities. For these people, a job means much more than an income. It is 
a doorway to engagement in community life and enhanced feelings of self-worth. Recognising 
the potential for government to improve the employment prospects of people with a disability, 
the State Supply Commission’s Open and Effective Competition policy allows agencies to 
engage an ADE directly, without undertaking a competitive quote or tender process, so long 
as value for money is achieved. The success of this initiative can be measured by not only the 
number and value of contracts that have resulted from this initiative, but the number of smiles 
generated by those benefiting from the program.

Department of Fire and Emergency Services
The Peer Support Program - Prepare to Care

Mental health issues are prevalent in the emergency services sector, with increases of mental 
health problems being recorded. To address this alarming rise, the Department of Fire and 
Emergency Services developed the ‘Peer Support Program – Prepare to Care’ program to 
support its 32,000 DFES personnel, volunteers and families. The foundation of the program 
is to train emergency services personnel and volunteers to support their colleagues. The 

program is closely linked to the philosophy of a ‘mate helping a mate’ and is available 
throughout all metropolitan, regional and remote areas of Western Australia’s 2.56 million 
square kilometres. The face to face support allows those in need to call upon someone they 
know and trust to gain support. The program commenced in June 2015 and has employed 
100 Peer Support Officers who are equipped with the skills and knowledge to assist those 
in need. In nine months over 450 employees, volunteers and their families have sought 
assistance from the Peer Support Officers. This program will be closely monitored and will 
undergo an external review in its third year, ensuring its delivery and the model is relevant to 
the needs of our staff, volunteers and their families.

Department of Fire and Emergency Services
Map of Bush Fire Prone Areas

The Office of Bushfire Risk Management has developed the first state-wide Map of Bush Fire 
Prone Areas through an innovate, consultative, efficient and effective process. A project with 
an annual review element, the initial work has taken two years of engagement with parliament, 
across all levels of government and local level stakeholders. It is an element of a much larger 
piece of reform to better manage bushfire risk in Western Australia and through the approach 
OBRM has taken to developing the map and engaging with the 139 local governments 
in Western Australia is already starting to deliver the cultural reform necessary in Western 
Australia.

Department of Fisheries, Surf Life Saving WA & 
Western Australia Police - Water Police

Western Australia’s shark notification and response framework
The Department of Fisheries in partnership with Surf Life Saving WA and Water Police has 
developed a world leading, integrated shark notification and response framework. Based on 
community consultation outcomes, this global first streamlines reporting and communication 
of shark hazard information. Using cutting-edge technology all reported shark sightings and 
tagged shark detections are transmitted automatically in real time from a single source to 
the following platforms; Information is sent by text to beach managers such as Lifeguards 
or Rangers, improving response times to erect warning signs or close beaches; Mapped on 
the SharkSmart website, shark activity map, so the public can visually check for recent shark 
activity relevant to their location; Tweets are generated from Surf Life Saving WA’s twitter feed 
notifying over 45,000 followers of a potential shark hazard. Almost 200,000 people across 
WA have now received information via the website or twitter and other states are considering 
replicating the success of this truly collaborative model. 

Department of Health: Public Health DIvision
Choices in Cancer Control

The Choices in Cancer Control project aimed to reflect on how well Western Australia (WA) 
is progressing in cancer control, with a specific focus on cancer prevention. The outcome 
of the project was an ‘Agenda for Action’ for future cancer prevention strategies based on 
community preferences in conjunction with expert opinion. The project was achieved through 
a collaboration between the Cancer Council WA, Health Consumer’s Council WA, Public 
Health Advocacy Institute of WA, Curtin University, WA Clinical Oncology Group and the 
Department of Health WA. Key stages in the project included:
1. Formulation of a specialist Reference Group to guide the project.
2. Analysis of WA cancer data to identify cancers which have the biggest impact on the WA 
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community and which offer the greatest opportunity for prevention. 
3. Creation of data infographics and expert videos to make cancer information more 
accessible to the general public.
4. Development of an online community consultation survey using infographics and videos 
to allow the public to react to cancer data, be informed by cancer experts and express their 
preferences for cancer prevention strategies.
5. Analysis of the survey findings.
6. Production of a public report and Agenda for Action on cancer prevention in WA: http://
www.healthywa.wa.gov.au/~/media/Files/HealthyWA/Original/Your-say-on-cancer-wa/13009-
chief-health-officer-report.ashx.
7. Creation of a public website as an ongoing resource where people can access statistics on 
cancer including survival rates and videos from experts explaining how they can lower their 
risk of developing cancer: http://www.healthywa.wa.gov.au/yoursayoncancerwa. 
8. Ongoing collaboration with key stakeholders to progress the Agenda for Action.

Department of Planning, Department of Fire and Emergency Services, 
Building Commission, Office of Bushfire Risk Management

Living in Safer Places
The ‘Living in Safer Places’ project was formed to address the recommendations of the 
Keelty report relating to the planning and building portfolios. Since that time, the Department 
of Planning (DoP), Building Commission (BC) division of the Department of Commerce, 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) and the Office of Bushfire Risk 
Management (OBRM) have been working collaboratively to develop a state-wide reform 
program to address bushfire risk during the planning and building process. By working 
together these agencies have developed reforms to protect the public from bushfire risk. 
OBRM’s Map of Bush Fire Prone Areas designates areas of the State as bush fire prone, 
which then triggers further assessment for the planning and building stages of development. 
DoP, DFES and the BC through the WA Accreditation Steering Committee developed a 
framework for the bushfire accreditation framework that allows for BAL assessments to be 
used during both the planning and building stages of development, which streamlines the 
approval process. DoP and DFES collaborated on the Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire 
Prone Areas which resulted in the Guidelines being co-badged by both Departments. This 
demonstrates the vital importance both agencies assign to the Guidelines for the future 
protection of lives and property in the State. 

Department of Sport and Recreation
Corporate Health and Wellbeing Program

The Department of Sport and Recreation encourages workplaces to 
have appropriate corporate health and wellbeing programs available 
for their staff. The benefits to the employer of implementing a 
successful workplace health and wellbeing program cannot be 
undervalued. Over 10 million Australians spend an average of 8 hours 
per day in the workplace. The department recognises that initiatives 
targeted at the workplace provide a unique opportunity to access a 

large portion of the adult population ( in particular high risk groups); achieve improved physical 
activity levels and health outcomes; provide participation and lifestyle change opportunities in 
a supportive environment; and ultimately enhance the quality of life of Western Australians. 
Effective workplace health programs have been shown to improve the health and wellbeing of 

employees and facilitate organisational changes, such as reduced absenteeism and increased 
productivity. Further benefits include increased and improved: worker morale and workplace 
culture; team cohesion; corporate image and recruitment and job satisfaction.

Department of the Attorney General
Sunday Courts

Since it began operations an estimated 30 people appear before the Sunday Court each 
week. The Magistrate will finalise matters, remand offenders in custody, in which case they 
will be taken to metropolitan prisons, or they will be released on bail to appear in court at 
a later date. Previously, people arrested after Saturday morning, who were precluded from 
being released on bail by the police, were held in police custody until the Perth Magistrates 
Court sat on Monday morning. The Department of the Attorney General started planning for 
the establishment of these courts early in 2014. The Sunday Court commenced its inaugural 
sitting at the Perth Police Centre, Northbridge, on Sunday, 6 July 2014. This new, significant 
community benefit was introduced within six months, primarily as a result of comprehensive 
and effective consultation with key stakeholders. As with any genuine innovation this program 
was designed to address two issues; Develop an accessible and efficient justice system 
where people who are charged with offences over the weekend, and have been refused bail 
by police, will appear in court on the weekend; Reduce the amount of time police officers 
spend monitoring people in custody, enabling police to return to other priorities.

Department of Transport
Remote Areas Licensing Program

There are a range of issues and barriers facing people living in remote areas of Western 
Australia (WA) in their endeavours to obtain and retain a driver’s licence, including suitability of 
licensing materials and accessibility of services. However, driving in these areas is an essential 
part of life as there are few alternatives available for travelling the often large distances 
required. Recognising this, the Department of Transport (DoT) established the Remote Areas 
Licensing (RAL) program to improve outcomes for people residing in remote areas (particularly 
Aboriginal people) through obtainment and retention of a driver’s licence. Once of the most 
important success factors of the program is the engagement and partnership of Aboriginal 
Corporations to help us deliver our services to remote and regional WA.

Department of Water
River Health Assessments

A key role for the department is to undertake science, planning and consultation with partners 
from government, industry, universities and the community to determine the best possible 
approach to protect the health of Western Australia’s iconic waterways and estuaries. As 
part of this commitment to protecting and managing the health of Western Australia’s rivers, 
Department of Water scientists have worked with other agencies to develop a toolkit that has 
provided standardised methods for collecting, analysing and scoring river conditions in the 
south-west of Western Australia. The South West Index of River Condition (SWIRC) provides 
a robust method for data collection and analysis, and was designed as a sustainable business 
practice initiative for the water and environmental industries given its focus on standardisation 
of techniques, cost-efficiency and multiple uses. This submission highlights the robust science 
being used by the department to underpin water resource management and sustainability 
and its ongoing collaboration with other agencies in Western Australia and nationally to 
ensure the sustainability of our river and wetland systems. Importantly, the SWIRC is a tool for 
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sharing methods, data, information and knowledge, reducing the cost of research and making 
that research available to catchment councils, community groups, consultants, allied water 
agencies and other government agencies to foster good river health.

Department of Water
Urban Waterways Renewal

The Urban Waterways Renewal project was a collaborative project between South East 
Regional Centre for Urban Landcare (SERCUL) and the Department of Water in partnership 
with multiple waterways managers, community groups and stakeholders. It is an excellent 
example of collaboration between government agencies and community groups working 
together to develop outstanding on-ground water management outcomes in degraded 
waterways and urban drainage systems. The unique feature of the project has been the 
breadth and commitment of the stakeholder partnership, championed by community groups, 
underpinned by the rigorous science and engineering advice and project management 
provided by the Department of Water, and the involvement of a vast number of volunteers. 
The Urban Waterways Renewal project is an example of how partnerships and good project 
management make real and long-lasting contributions to the Western Australian urban 
waterways environment. This is a real community partnership, and in terms of cost and size, 
one of the most significant urban water projects ever managed by the Department of Water 
and delivered by a community group.

Department of Water
Rural Water Plan

More than 20 years ago, the Department of Water recognised the need to encourage farmers 
to improve the efficiency and planning of their on-farm water resources. The Rural Water Plan 
was developed and implemented in 1995 as the foundation for a coordinated, organised and 
structured approach to maintaining sustainable farmland water supplies in dryland agricultural 
areas of the state. Over the past two decades the plan has been implemented through water 
supply initiatives and incentive schemes which have significantly improved the management, 
use and availability of farmland, community and pastoral water supplies. By any measure, 
the Rural Water Plan has been a remarkable success. Since 1995, more than 3500 farmers 
have been helped through the Farm Water Rebate Scheme, and $64 million has been 
invested in farm water efficiency measures. Another $8 million has been invested in vulnerable 
communities through the Community Water Supply Program. The success of the program 
is a direct result of the long-term collaboration of the department and its stakeholders - 
predominantly farmers, local shires and communities. The plan’s success extends far beyond 
the farm gate. As farmers become more self-sufficient and better managers of their own 
water sources, the cost to the taxpayer has reduced significantly. Importantly, through the 
Community Water Supply Program, it has contributed to the revitalisation of many small 
rural communities through projects such as new community dams and catchments, and the 
development of not-potable water sources for playing fields, town gardens and streetscapes.

Disability Services Commission
Upper South West Autism Early Intervention Project

The Upper South West Autism Early Intervention Project commenced on the 1/11/2015 in 
respose to families request a more flexible and innovative approach to therapy service delivery 
in the area. Families now have greater choice and control over the goals, providers and 
focus of their childs therapy programs. This project has resulted in more comprehensive local 

services as many individual providers have responded to identfied needs by creating multi 
disciplinary teams to work in close collaboration with the families and LACs. A full project roll 
out was achieved within three months of conception.

Disability Services Commission
Changing Places WA

The $2 million Changing Places WA project is a collaboration between the state and local 
government sectors and the disability sector. Led by the Disability Services Commission, 
the project is breaking new ground through a deliberate and determined effort to establish 
a network of Changing Places state-wide. Peak bodies, the WA Local Government 
Association and National Disability Services WA, are key partners along with the Metropolitan 
Redevelopment Authority and consumer organisations. This policy-in-action project 
demonstrates best practice in collaboration between government and non-government 
organisations. It delivers community services in partnership through improved state and 
local infrastructure that is designed to overcome a critical barrier to community participation 
by people with disability. Changing Places are room sized community bathroom facilities 
that meet the specific requirements of people with disability. An innovative multi-sectoral 
influencing strategy has engaged stakeholders and garnered support leading to significant 
investment well beyond project funding for up to 20 Changing Places. In its first year, the 
project has secured a commitment to a total of 34 Changing Places in WA. More significantly, 
private sector organisations and urban planners are shifting their thinking to provide more 
equal experiences of community. Urban designers are approaching flagship infrastructure 
projects from an inclusion perspective rather than the accessible built environment. It bodes 
well for sustainable change in community infrastructure design and planning.

Fremantle Ports
Fremantle Ports Maritime Day

Fremantle Ports Maritime Day has been a highly successful, annual community event since 
2008 and attracts many thousands of people to Victoria Quay. The event has increased 
steadily in popularity and in 2015 attracted an estimated 15,000 visitors. Maritime Day’s 
purpose is to build greater awareness of the value of WA’s largest general cargo port, the 
roles and economic contribution of the wider maritime sector, and to provide and promote 
career opportunities in the sector. Fremantle Ports has demonstrated organisational 
excellence, innovation and leadership to achieve close and successful collaboration between 
government and non-government organisations in delivering this event. It makes effective use 
of historic Victoria Quay to deliver a strategic event of wide appeal. To plan and coordinate 
Maritime Day, Fremantle Ports marshals support from the Company of Master Mariners of 
Australia (WA Branch) and the Royal Australian Navy with support from the Department 
of Transport Marine Safety and many other maritime organisations. Successfully bringing 
together such a diverse group of participants through leadership and good team work is a 
significant achievement requiring complex, thorough planning to present an extensive array of 
land-based and on-water activities and displays.
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*All above text supplied by nominator in Award submissions.

Pilbara Development Commission, Shire of East Pilbara 
collaboration with BHP Billiton Iron Ore

The East Pilbara Arts Centre
The Pilbara Development Commission and the Shire of East Pilbara’s collaboration with BHP 
Billiton Iron Ore on the delivery of the East Pilbara Arts Centre in Newman to support the 
Martumili Artists, primarily from the Western Desert in the Pilbara. Initially established in 2004 
by the Shire with funding from the PDC, Martumili Artists is a unique local government-based 
arts program supporting 250 self-employed Martu Aboriginal artists. As a result of an ongoing 
community partnership with BHP Billiton Iron Ore, Martumili Artists provides its artists with 
access to national and international markets, using accountable best practice systems. This 
partnership has supported the Martumili initiative to achieve national recognition, contributing 
to a distinctive Martu voice to the importance of Aboriginal cultural expression. The East 
Pilbara Arts Centre and Martumili Gallery project is the most recent achievement of this long 
standing innovative partnership between government and non- government organisations to 
improve social and economic outcomes for the Martu people. Designed through a process 
driven by the Martu, EPAC is providing the physical location for MMA to develop and create 
through different art mediums, to break down the barriers for remote enterprises and look 
at new opportunities through the delivery of innovative business models and new markets, 
linking cultural and social traditions with the twenty-first century art market.

South West Metropolitan Partnership Forum
South West Metropolitan Partnership Forum

The South West Metropolitan Partnership Forum (SWMPF), which is 
led by St Patrick’s Community Support Centre, is the first and only 
collaborative partnership of its kind in Australia. Funded through a 
three-year State Government Social Innovation Grant, the SWMPF 
has brought together approximately 80 government (all three tiers) and 
non-government service providers - as well as business, philanthropy 
and community members - to trial collaborative and innovative 

approaches to respond to the ‘wicked’ challenges facing the local government areas of 
Cockburn, Fremantle and Melville. Since 2014, SWMPF members have pooled their 
combined resources and unleashed their collective creativity to test the effectiveness of 
collaborative working, in terms of improved social outcomes and increased efficiencies. They 
have done this through the implementation of four pilot projects, all of which are being driven 
by the communities and/or individuals they are seeking to support. This ‘bottom up’ 
approach, which makes for more responsive services and builds capacity in communities is a 
key component of the SWMPF partnership. The SWMPF is trialling its collaborative model 
through four pilot projects, all of which are being driven by the communities and/or individuals 
they are seeking to support. This ‘bottom up’ approach, which makes for more responsive 
services and builds capacity in communities, is a key component of the SWMPF model. The 
empowerment and participation of community members is critical to the realisation of the 
SWMPF’s mission. The diverse perspectives of the SWMPF’s broad range of stakeholders are 
helping to challenge traditional wisdom, encourage creative thinking and develop innovative 
solutions to address the region’s ‘wicked problems’. The SWMPF has also moved beyond the 
scope of its four projects to streamline funding applications from not-for-profit organisations in 
the region to ensure these are coordinated on the basis of agreed priority need. The improved 
social outcomes the SWMPF has delivered in just 21 months of implementation is testament 
to the success of its ground-breaking model.

South West Metropolitan Partnership Forum was shortlisted for two awards. 
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WA Police 
Australia’s milestone digital identity solution for National Police Certificates

Individuals often need a NPC as a condition of employment or for licensing and registration 
purposes in a range of industries. A NPC lists an individual’s criminal and traffic convictions 
and pending charges from all Australian police agencies. When WA Police briefed Australia 
Post, it had a clear goal in mind – offer a paperless, fully digital, end-to-end solution for 
individuals to apply for a NPC anytime, anywhere; delivered in less than three days. This goal 
was prompted by WA Police’s Frontline 2020 Reform initiative, which embraces technology 
to facilitate community self-service. Together, they exceeded expectations. 35% of NPC 
applications are now lodged digitally, outside of business hours, and in as little as ten 
minutes – from application through to identity verification, payment and secure delivery of the 
electronic certificate (with embedded QR code for real-time validation). This initiative has given 
applicants greater access and convenience through increased channel choice. For applicants 
who are required to provide additional documentation or who prefer over-the-counter 
assistance, the process can still be completed at Australia Post Offices. With the same back-
end solution, administration costs are contained while providing maximum choice for citizens. 
The technology created as part of this collaboration can easily be applied to digitise other 
admin-heavy processes within government and non-government organisations.
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How To Nominate
Current Personal, Associate or Corporate members of the WA Institute of Public 
Administration Australia can nominate an individual or organisation as per the 
nomination criteria.

These Awards are open to any employee or organisation working in the Western 
Australian public service including; Local, State, or Federal Government, the Not-for-
Profit and Academic sectors. 

The process to complete a nomination is as follows;

1. Choose the Award Category you wish to enter
2. Download and complete the Award Assessment Criteria (from the Award 

Category page)
3. Upload the completed Assessment Criteria with a brief summary statement 

to the Online Entry Form

For more information: www.wa.ipaa.org.au/AchievementAwards.aspx 
Email awards@ipaawa.org.au Phone 9630 1400

Key Dates
Dec 2016  - Nominations Open  

April 2017 - Nominations Close  

May 2017 - Judging Finalised  

Jun 2017 - Achievement Awards Presentation 
 
*Dates are tentative and are subject to change.

IPAA WA is very grateful to all the sponsors of the Achievement Awards 
and members who have nominated. Without their commitment to public 

administration, these awards would not be possible.  
Excellence in the Public Sector 

www.wa.ipaa.org.au

BITL Building (#461) Level 3, Murdoch University
90 South Street, Murdoch WA 6150  
PO Box 288, Bull Creek WA 6149 

T:08 9360 1400    F: 08 9360 1410 
info@ipaawa.org.au 
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